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About the Exhibition

MiningWorld Russia is an international exhibition of mining and processing machines and equipment with the widest scope of participants and visitors in Russia.

In 2020, MiningWorld Russia was held in the traditional format, becoming the only one offline mining exhibition of this year, representing equipment for all mining production phases: exploration, mining, processing, transportation.

Participants

Participants of MiningWorld Russia include largest Russian and foreign manufacturers and suppliers of machines and equipment. This Exhibition provides them all with a great possibility to display their products within a short time period to a large number of specialists interested in the purchase.

For foreign companies, MiningWorld Russia is an efficient promotion tool for their products in the Russian market and a chance to find distributors.

Visitors

MiningWorld Russia is attended by specialists of mining enterprises, process plants, and wholesale trade companies from different regions of Russia, interested in purchase of machines and equipment for mining, processing and transportation of minerals.

At the Exhibition, they can have a look at the new products displayed by the participants, and choose products necessary to solve their business tasks.

Exhibition area 8,000 m²
Exhibition participants include the largest manufacturers and suppliers of machines and equipment for mining industry. The Exhibition features joint mounts of manufacturers from Moscow, Lipetsk, and Irkutsk Oblasts.

Along with Russian companies the Exhibition involved Russian representative offices of the most prominent manufacturers from Germany, Australia, France, China, Italy, Austria, Canada, Czech Republic.
VISITORS OF THE EXHIBITION

Among visitors of MiningWorld Russia, there are heads and specialists of mining companies and treatment plants: procuring, process and chief engineers, specialists in production, construction, design, ore dressing, drilling and blasting operations, mechanical engineers, road transport managers, power engineers, shaft miners, geologists, mining surveyors.

Visitor Profile

In 2020, the Exhibition was attended by 1,876 specialists.
BUSINESS PROGRAM

The Exhibition featured an eventful Business Program where the participants were exchanging real-life experience and discussing trending issues of the industry. Over 200 persons attended business program events, and over 1200 persons viewed the program online.

Main events:
✓ Conference “Successful cases of digital transformation and enhancement of mining companies”
✓ Gold and Technologies conference

Key audience included heads and specialists of Russian mining enterprises, representatives of the government and regulatory authorities, leading engineering companies of the industry.

Representatives of the following leading mining companies spoke at the conferences: EVRAZ, Ural Mining Metallurgical Company (UMMC), Nor Nickel, PJSC Polyus, SUEK, and others.

1500 delegates attended the conferences offline and online.
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